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Abstract
A Distributed Denial-of-Service attack (DDoS attack) disables network services to
legitimate users by flooding them. The recent attacks on trusted financial websites,
Mastercard and PayPal, are an example of the need for security against DDoS attacks.
In this study, we obtain the Internet traffic signature from our campus network to use
as background traffic in DDoS detection experiments. By using the operational Internet
traffic we investigate the effectiveness of theoretical DDoS Attack detection techniques
on GENI.
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Fig 1. DDoS attack and attack volume increase trend

Experiment Setup & Objectives
In our experiments we use openflow enabled switches to manage the network traffic and
Clemson University Condor computer cluster to generate DDoS attack traffic. We
collect experiment observations using our Openflow controller..
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Fig 3. Different kind of network traffic (a) Clemson University campus traffic without
attack (b) Artificial network traffic generated MIT lab with attack (c) Artificial network
traffic generated in Pen State research lab with attack (d) Dataset generated in
Matlab with attack.

Verifying DDoS Detection Methods
Currently we are testing two DDoS detection method
• Cusum : calculates the difference between the current and estimated average of
observations
• Wavelet : is used to quickly detect the changes on cusum coefficient.

Fig 2. Experiment setup

Our experiments has two goals;
• Obtaining time series from operational Internet traffic.
• Testing detection schemes using operational Internet traffic on GENI.

Data Collection
DDoS detection methods detect anomalies on observed Internet traffic. Due to our
current inability to statistically explain Internet traffic; current generation network
simulators are unable to mimic it adequately. Therefore, it is important to use real
Internet data while verifying a DDoS detection method.We collect time-series from the
operational Internet traffic, and test the effectiveness of the theoretical DDoS
detection algorithms by using it as background traffic.

Fig 4. Detection results (Top) Computer generated data, its cusum and wavelet
(Middle) Pen State firewall data with modelled attack, its cusum and wavelet
(Bottom) Clemson Uni. Network traffic with DDoS attack, its cusum and wavelet
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